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 ARCHTYPE NINE

	Voice
	Female
	Human
	Karma	16
	Lifestyle	low (generally as guest on high or medium)
	Money	3,000
	Base		Initiate

ATTRIBUTES +7 to all attributes (for force)
	Body			2 (9)
	Quickness		5 (12)
	Strength		2 (9)
	Charisma		7
	Intelligence	5
	Willpower		6
	Essence		6
	Magic	    14 [+6 from sword]
	Reaction		5 (8)

SKILLS
	Armed Combat	 5	[+Force, + sword] [+14]
	Atheletics	 5	[+Force]
	Bike			 6
	BioScience	 1
	Conjuring		 6
	Ethics		 5
	Etiquite		 4
	Magical Theory	 3
	PhysicalScience 1
	Sorcery		 9
	Stealth		 6

LANGUAGES
	English		8
	Icelandic		12 (centering skill)
	Romance		7
	UtoAztec		5

CYBERWARE
	None

CONTACTS
	MagicDoc
	Ex-Company Man
	Shaman
	Wage Mage

GEAR
	Camping and climbing equipment
	MagicDoc Contract	Gold
	Orichalum Sword Force 6
		Power Focus
		Elemental [fire] chalice [force 12]
	Repair Kit (motorcycle)
	Scriptures (computer tablet)(100 mp) 	Quickened Spells (all orichalcum, all force 8)
		Armor			6
		Clairvoyance		6
		Detect Enemies		6
		Detect Life		6
		Invisibility		6
	Yamaha Rapier Motorcycle

SPELLS
	Analyze Device			1
	Antidote Serious Tox	1
	Cure Serious Disease	1
	Detox Serious Toxin		1
	Heal Serious Wounds		1
	ManaDart				1
	Sleep				1

OTHER
	On Call for Magic-Doc 1d3+1 times per month
	(is 12 calls, or about 2 to 4 months, ahead)

NOTES

	This character makes a good loner, alternative MagicDoc worker (with a much broader 
selection of usable spells), a good friend/contact and an extra body when extra firepower is indicated 
for a run.

	She is a good character to let the player-characters brush against from time to time (somewhat 
like Man-of-Many-Names) and can also be used for the various misc. advisors, assassins healers, etc. 
that can be needed.


INITIATE	8 Korlinth
		1 MagiDoc/Hermes


GENERAL ADDITIONAL COMMENTS AS TO PRIMARY USE

	This Archtype spends all of her time not taken up with quests or family, serving magicdoc 
and healing the injured.  It is a living, a steady source of contacts and it does good for the world.

	She is a true force walker, a human spirit possessing its own body.  Shrouded by spells, 
bearing a magic weapon, this mage is a dedicated initiate on an adept-stype path, constrained by 
fierce loyalties and strict self imposed ethical duties.  What a paladin should be.

	This character also makes a good player-character if you have a player with suitable attitudes 
and role-playing ability.
